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Editorial

VINCI Energies Switzerland:
well prepared for the coming
decade
The buoyant mood continues to be felt in the Swiss economy, exercising a positive impact on the
Swiss construction industry in 2019 and thus on the business year of VINCI Energies Switzerland AG.
During the reporting year, turnover registered 8% growth compared to 2018, representing an
increase from CHF 704 million to CHF 758 million. While this is a good starting point, it is no reason
to rest on the laurels of our success.
The new decade offers our sector huge opportunities while also posing certain challenges. In order
to be able to react to the new demands of the market with a sufficient degree of flexibility while
strengthening the profile of our brand strategy, we have adapted our corporate structure and will
henceforth operate with three independent management units. This ensures that we are well
prepared to pursue our success story in the coming decade.
Future-oriented structures for VINCI Energies
VINCI Energies Switzerland/Italy has enjoyed exceptionally successful development in recent years
and we expect to see continued growth in both countries in the future. Keen to maintain our
proximity to our customers and staff despite the size of the company, VINCI Energies Switzerland/
Italy will be divided into three divisions from 1 January 2020 :
– the Building Solutions Switzerland division, managed by Remy Wittwer and covering all
business units within the ETAVIS, VINCI Facilities and Ammann + Schmid AG brands. Remy Wittwer
is already a member of the VINCI Energies Switzerland senior management team and boasts
long-standing experience in all areas of building services engineering. Together with approximately
2,100 employees, his task will be to ensure that Building Solutions Switzerland remains at the
very forefront of a market that is increasingly characterised by digital change.
– the ICT & Automation Switzerland division, managed by Stefano Camuso and covering all
business units within the Axians and Actemium brands. Stefano Camuso joins VINCI Energies from
T-Systems, bringing with him some 30 years of management experience in the IT market. His
appointment is our response to the requirements of growth-related issues such as digital transformation, managed IT services and cybersecurity for IT and OT.
– VINCI Energies Italy will pursue the development of the extensive Italian market as an independent country organisation under the direction of Mario Capellari with the Actemium, Axians and
VINCI Facilities brands.
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Remy Wittwer

Stefano Camuso

A great deal is happening at VINCI Energies Switzerland/Italy – and that is precisely how it should be !
We firmly believe that this corporate development means we are well prepared not only to cope
with the demands of digitisation and energy transition but also to turn them into a key competitive
edge for our company. To achieve this, we above all require highly-qualified employees whose
expertise makes this possible.
Our employees turn energy into success
The most important resource at the disposal of VINCI Energies is the energy of our employees who,
day in day out, work tirelessly for our company and develop outstanding solutions for our customers.
It is a well-known fact that energy can neither be created nor destroyed – it can only be transformed
and harnessed. Reflecting this law of physics, our employees turn energy into success – and we
would like to take this opportunity to thank them for their efforts. The outstanding results achieved
last year would not have been possible without their commitment, and we are eagerly looking forward to facing the next ten years with this great team.
We would also like to thank our customers and partners for the trust they have placed in us and the
excellent cooperation we have enjoyed. Once again, we will achieve a great deal together in 2020.

Dr Reinhard Schlemmer
Member of the Board of VINCI Energies S.A.

Remy Wittwer
CEO Building Solutions Switzerland
corporate division

Stefano Camuso
CEO ICT & Automation Switzerland
corporate division

Milestones

Milestones 2019
January

February

May

Image: Steigerconcept AG, Zurich

March

Ammann + Schmid was awarded
the tender for the heating
and cooling installation for the
new construction of Zurich
Airport operations centre W22.
This was the first time we had
had the opportunity to work
on the highly secure airport site.

Important contract
for Actemium
Milano Impianti Elettrici for
a new D & G boutique at
Via Spiga 2, Milan. This was
the first contract that we
had carried out after a project
by the new technical experts commissioned by the
customer.

Axians SAIV received the Gold
Partner certificate from Cisco.

First contract for Actemium
Milano Impianti Elettrici for
the market-leading food
manufacturer, PAI Industriale.

On 28 March 2019, ETAVIS
organised a learning breakfast
on the theme of ' electromobility ' with Industrielle
Werke Basel ( IWB ).

At the 59th Energy Aperitif,
Sabine Christiansen gave a
talk on the topic of : 'What
next for journalism? – How
the web and artificial intelligence ( AI ) are changing our
values, politics and society. '

Axians moved to new, larger
premises in Camorino, bringing the offices and storage facilities spread across different
sites together under one roof.
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June

From May to September, the
BU heads in the East region
welcomed more than 1,000
customers to some 29 events.
The highly topical theme of
'urban gardening' was a big
hit with the customers.

Smart Factory at the
'Industrie 2025' initiative
annual meeting
At the annual meeting of
the 'Industrie 2025' initiative
held in Brugg-Windisch on
9 May 2019, Actemium took
up the issue of 'working in
the smart factory'.

On 15 June 2019, Actemium
and Axians were present as
exhibitors at the uptownBasel
construction site open day
in Arlesheim. With 'uptownBasel', buildings are created
which are geared to the
stringent requirements of
industrial digital production.

Inauguration of the new headquarters of the International
Olympic Committee ( IOC ) in
Lausanne : high- and low-voltage installations implemented
by ETAVIS TSA SA.

July

Axians GNS was awarded the
highest qualification level by
Extreme Networks, becoming
one of four IT service providers in Switzerland to boast
'Black Diamond' status.

FedEx branches in Italy
VINCI Facilities Italia was
awarded the contract in the
public tender for the five-year
facility management contract
for all sites in Italy.

Actemium Milano
Impianti Elettrici
Contract with the new customer, Hexion, from Solbiate
Olona (VA) to carry out work
to protect the building against
atmospheric discharges.

Milestones

August

September

Contract for the ETH Zurich
'Neubau BSS' project on the
Schällemätteli site in Basel.

Axians Italy
The Chanel project was
launched in 2018 with the
consultation, initial distribution and tests in six boutiques.
In 2019, with the global support of all hardware and software components, the project
moved to the next phase
with the aim of installing
RFID readers in a further 48
boutiques throughout Europe,
Asia and the US by 2020 and
opening more than 200 additional boutiques around the
world by 2024. With a select
team of project managers,
Axians Sirecom will coordinate
the direct resources of Axians
as well as the teams of the
external contractors.

October

The Actemium, Axians and
ETAVIS BU heads in the North
region welcomed more than
900 customers to the 'Digital
Dance' customer event.

On 31 October 2019, Actemium organised a learning
breakfast on the theme of
'The SIA performance and
fees regulation – what can I
expect from 2020 ? '.
What is changing in the performance and fees regulation ?
Why is the performance and
fees regulation changing and
who must comply with these
changes ? How do we handle
these changes as an engineering office ?

Actemium and Axians
at OSIsoft PI World 2019
in Gothenburg
Expertise in handling data,
providing a technical platform
and using modern analysis
methods are key challenges
of the digitisation process.
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November

Berufsschau Pratteln, 23 to
27 October 2019
Technology needs to be experienced : under the motto
'Fascination and Technology',
Actemium and ETAVIS presented their activities at the
Berufsschau 2019 in Pratteln.

In light of its strong growth,
Axians Switzerland AG created
a new business unit in the
Zurich area and moved into
much bigger premises in
Schlieren. The new buildings
provide ample space for the
mobile and fixed network
infrastructure for the Axians
redtoo AG site in Zurich and
for the Axians management
team.

The first Axians Day was held
in Milan and was attended
by more than 200 employees
from a number of different
sites. The aim of this gathering was to discuss the market,
technological challenges and
the future in the interests of
Axians customers.

At the 60th Energy Aperitif,
Arthur H. Honegger gave a
talk on the topic of 'The
Trump era : Will the US ever
be the same again ? '

On 28 November, the Actemium Talent Award was once
again presented.

ETAVIS EGLIN SA stand at
the Valais Trade Fair 2019
in Martigny.

A new subsidiary was inaugurated in Rome. This takes
the number of Axians sites
in Italy to 14, consolidating its
presence in the country
even further.

Projects
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Actemium – smart factory
and smart building
solutions from a single source
The Actemium brand offers our customers advice
and practical accompaniment on their way to the smart
factory or smart building. To this end, we plan, install
and maintain intelligent automation solutions designed
to increase energy efficiency, productivity and profitability. We provide our customers with comprehensive,
professional and non-proprietary support. We are
committed to intelligent planning, efficient implementation and maximum availability. Through our automation solutions and services, we make a lasting contribution to the protection of the environment while
enhancing the quality of life.

Projects Actemium

Skid

DSM Nutritional Sisseln

Implementation of the entire automation
at a skid for treating resin built by Actemium Himorex Process Solutions in Lyon
( France).
The following work was carried out :
• Electrical engineering
• Switch cabinet construction and wiring
• FS, HDS/SDS documentation,
operating manual
• Siemens programming with the 		
PDL ( Process Device Library )		
developed by Actemium
• Acceptance/commissioning tests
This is the first pharmaceutical project in
Switzerland to make use of the PDL.

Project : modernisation of a control system with 6000 IO for DSM Nutritional
Products.
As the general contractor, Actemium
assumed responsibility for the modernisation of the control system.
Services :
• Project management
• Creation of the specifications
• ESMR planning
• Switch cabinet construction
• Software programming
• Installation and commissioning
• Maintenance

Principal :
Merck, Vevey
Implementation period :
2019
Volume :
CHF 0.1 million

Principal :
DSM
Implementation period :
2015 to 2019
Volume :
CHF 7 million

NStCM rail power supply for the Nyon–
St-Cergue–Morez line
The project included the remote control
of the rail power supply for the entire
Nyon–St-Cergue–Morez line. The aim of
the project was to facilitate the simplest
and clearest possible operation of the
substations tailored to the needs
of NStCM.
A flexible operating system was required
comprising visualisation, PLC control
and the necessary communication links.
The network command level consists of
a central server with different operating
stations in the transport service centre
and the technical service as well as an
engineering station. Cabinets with the
necessary PLC controls were delivered for
the substations.
The work began with a meticulous needs
analysis. The optimum operating principles were then discussed and defined in
cooperation with NStCM. Following this,
the standard application was created and,
after receiving approval, was rolled out
for the entire project.
At the same time, the electrical planning
was completed and the cabinets were
produced. To avoid disrupting the rail
service, the commissioning process
was organised in close cooperation with
NStCM.
Principal :
Chemin de fer NStCM
Implementation period :
2018/2019
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Lüsselpark residential and business
premises complex, Breitenbach

Complete renovation of the
Bäumlihof school complex

Electrical planning for the conversion
of the former industrial site into the
Lüsselpark in Breitenbach, with residential
and business units. Implementing the
project planning, execution planning and
site management for the basic development and tenant fit-out of a doctors’
surgery and a bistro. The project included
a garage, 52 residential units and several
commercial premises.

The Bäumlihof school complex located
between Basel and Riehen – and the
biggest school complex in the canton –
was planned and built between 1972 and
1974 as the Bäumlihof secondary school.
This forty-year-old school complex
was no longer state of the art on both
technical and operational grounds. In line
with the decision taken by the canton of
Basel-City to join the HarmoS concordat,
the school complex had to be adapted in
structural, technical, energy and organisational terms to the new starting position
and to the new requirements of the complex, originally only planned for use as a
grammar school.
In accordance with the goals of the canton of Basel-City, the value conservation
and operational suitability of the buildings
in the administrative assets had to be
ensured. At the same time, the canton of
Basel-City wanted to set an example in
the field of sustainability ( energy and
resource consumption ). The key elements
of the structural renovation were the
building shells, the building services as
a whole, the surfaces, acoustic, fire-protection and organisational solutions,
and measures to improve resistance to
earthquakes.

Principal :
Lüssel-Immobilien AG
Implementation period :
2017 to 2019
Volume :
CHF 0.4 million

Principal:
The Building and Transport Department
of Basel-City
Implementation period :
2012 to 2019
Volume :
CHF 0.9 million

CJ remote control of signal boxes:
Pré-Petitjean, Les Bois, Breuleux
and Glovelier signal boxes
The connection of these signal boxes
represented another development phase
in the conversion of signal box operations
using conventional control consoles to
the VBBa centralised remote control ( railway visualisation and operating systems ).
Actemium LeitTec AG provided the entire
planning, project planning and implementation of the software with internal
and external works testing as well as the
commissioning and final preparation of
the safety verification.
Principal :
Compagnie des chemins
de fer du Jura ( C.J. ) SA
Implementation period :
2019

Projects
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Axians –
your 360° ICT solutions partner
in Switzerland
Axians is VINCI Energies’ international brand for ICT
services and generates annual sales of EUR 2.3 billion
with 10,000 employees in 22 countries. In Switzerland,
Axians supports its customers with a comprehensive
ICT portfolio from a single source that is tailored to
meet the challenges of the digital transformation. In the
telecoms infrastructures segment, Axians plans, installs,
integrates and operates wireless and fixed-line networks, including the installation of relevant IT systems.
Employing 750 specialists across 20 sites, Axians
has the best team to provide individual solutions in
every language region of Switzerland.

Projects Axians

Software defined network in the
Wettingen municipal administration
Thanks to the new network solution, the
employees of the municipality of Wettingen
benefit from cutting-edge technological
architecture, offering those responsible
the possibility, at all times, of providing
services quickly, separating different clients in a secure manner and automating
recurrent tasks. Network problems
can be identified and resolved proactively
thanks to constant component monitoring, centralised logging of events and
a more efficient automation process. This
leads to both greater stability and increased security.
Principal :
Municipality of Wettingen
Implementation period :
May/June 2019
Volume :
CHF 0.2 million

Future-proof IT concept for doctors
The Schlossberg Ärztezentrum (medical
centre) has grown considerably in recent
years. Consequently, the staff required a
new IT infrastructure better suited to the
increasing demands.
With the ISO-27 001-certified cloud
solution, the Schlossberg Ärztezentrum
now enjoys greater flexibility and mobility.
Costs are transparent and predictable at
all times. Thanks to the scalability of the
solution, any further growth of the medical centre will result in only minimal effort
and expense.
Principal :
Schlossberg Ärztezentrum
Implementation period :
May 2019
Volume :
CHF 0.12 million
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High-performance fixed network in
French-speaking Switzerland

Geistlich Pharma banks on Axians’
IT competencies

Axians enhances the performance of
the Swisscom fixed network in western
Switzerland by replacing the existing
G3 micro-cans (mCan) with the very latest
fifth-generation models. mCans convert
the optical signals of fibre-optic cables
to electrical signals for further transfer via
copper cables. With the new, higherperformance models, the higher data
capacity of G5 technology can be relayed
into homes and businesses. At the same
time, Axians verifies whether the technical
installations at the mCan sites still satisfy
the current quality requirements and,
where necessary, performs local repairs.

Regenerative medicine for a better quality
of life : this is the motto of the 600 employees of Geistlich Pharma AG as they
go about achieving their corporate goals.
To help them, Geistlich Pharma relies
on the IT competencies of Axians. The
knowledge transfer from the former IT
service provider began in August and
responsibility for operating the IT infrastructures, including a 24/7 emergency
service, was handed over to Axians in
November 2019.
Axians will migrate the IT and automation
IT systems to a new platform by means
of short- and medium-term actions,
thereby significantly increasing both
availability and security.
Furthermore, the security level of these
environments will also be increased considerably by the isolation, segmentation,
replacement or virtualisation of the old
systems which evolved over time. 	

Principal :
Huawei
Implementation period :
2019 to 2022

Principal :
Geistlich Pharma AG, Wolhusen
Implementation period :
Since September 2019

5G in the Badrutt’s Palace hotel
Located at the heart of St. Moritz, the
Badrutt’s Palace blends tradition and innovation to create an unforgettable experience. For more than 120 years, the hotel
has pampered its guests with the ultimate
in high-quality services. Naturally, this
also includes the technical equipment for
mobile communications. Just in time for
the Christmas holidays, Axians installed
an indoor Radio Dot System.
This makes it the very first luxury hotel
in Europe to offer its guests both mobile
telephony and Internet access boasting
5G quality and performance.
Principal :
Swisscom
Implementation period :
December 2019

Projects Axians

Ceneri Base Tunnel ( CBT )

Walensee SBB pilot line

Südostbahn ( SOB )		

Mobile communications coverage for
all telecommunications providers in the
third-longest tunnel in Switzerland. The
services provided by Axians also include
portal provision and all indoor facilities
from the planning stage to the implementation.

Since autumn 2018, Axians has installed
and maintained the cutting-edge mobile
communications installations on the
Walensee SBB test line. The railway company is testing the very latest technology
on two kilometres of track in order to
improve GSM-R and 4/5G reception
inside its coaches and to further optimise
signal quality for passengers. Using specially equipped measurement trains, the
new aerial masts – which can be adapted
to use both underground and on the
surface – will be tested as extensively as
the innovative reception enhancements
on the coaches themselves.

The 13 million passengers who travel on
the SOB rail network every year would
also like to enjoy the best-possible
reception and transmission quality inside
the trains. Calling on cutting-edge mobile
communications infrastructures, Axians
ensures that this need is satisfied along
all 123 kilometres of the rail network,
which boasts more than 200 engineering
structures including tunnels, bridges,
viaducts, underpasses and overpasses.

Principal :
AlpTransit Gotthard/CPC/Swisscom
ITuC/Nokia/SBB
Implementation period :
2019
Volume :
CHF 1.5 million

Principal :
Swisscom/SBB
Implementation period :
Since autumn 2018
Volume :
CHF 0.15 million

Principal :
Swisscom
Implementation period :
2019/2020
Volume :
CHF 2 million
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Digitisation, get set, go !

Development of a digital agenda

Louis Ditzler AG sees the further development of its IT system to enable the
digitisation process as one of its key challenges. As a result, we can accompany
the family business with our solutions.
An IT CaMa check created by Axians
determined the company’s current level
of digitisation before an IT strategy for
the next three to five years was defined,
focusing on IT security and the definition of IT management processes. The IT
network was also analysed in detail from
a technological standpoint and an action
plan and timetable were developed in
close cooperation with the customer with
a view to eliminating risks from the IT
system.

Developing and producing state-of-theart, convenient-to-use medicinal products, Losan Pharma offers its customers
in more than 70 countries innovative
solutions for oral, solid dosage products
with controlled drug release.
To pursue the development of these
elements, Losan Pharma has enrolled
the help of Axians to develop a digital
agenda. In doing so, the company is faced
with questions such as where will it be
in ten years’ time? Or how will it earn its
revenue? Which technologies could be
used, or how can the company envisage
cooperation with its customers and what
form will the internal organisation take ?
In order to answer these questions, Axians
developed a structured process whereby
a set of workshops, interviews and tools
was used throughout the entire development process. Accordingly, all technical and organisational measures were
planned for the digital transformation
while potential risks were identified and
prioritised.

Principal :
Louis Ditzler AG
Implementation period :
September 2018 to August 2019

Principal :
Losan Pharma GmbH,
Neuenburg am Rhein
Implementation period :
April 2019 to August 2019

Fixed network developments
throughout Switzerland
As a full-service general contractor for
individual projects, Axians handles complex contracts such as re-allocations,
capacity expansions, business connections and new developments for private
and professional end customers relating
to the Swisscom fixed network. The services are provided throughout Switzerland
and include underground engineering,
cabling, assembly and surfacing works as
well as engineering aspects.
Principal :
Swisscom
Implementation period :
Since January 2019

Projects
Projekte
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ETAVIS – your partner for
electrical installations
and building technology
ETAVIS’ service offering encompasses consulting,
engineering, project management, realisation, service
and operation of systems in the areas of electrical
engineering, telematics, and photovoltaics, as well as
in the areas of electrical installation inspection, automation technology, switchgear construction, technical
facility management, industrial maintenance and
energy optimisation. ETAVIS optimises the operation
of legacy systems in order to boost efficiency and lower
their environmental impact. ETAVIS is committed
to the continuous development of innovative solutions.
This results in excellent value for money with short
construction and refurbishment times and price advantages in the service and maintenance of all solutions.

Projects ETAVIS

John Reed, Zurich

Allianz Suisse, Hohlstrasse, Zurich

Schaffhausen cantonal school, annex

Basic construction, temporary arrangements, fire alarm system, smoke and heat
extraction system as well as evacuation
system distributions and emergency
lighting.

During the course of this project, we were
able to implement our extensive knowhow of integrated building automation in
a multifaceted project.
The entire automation level was renewed
for the heating, ventilation and climate
control while the control level was upgraded to the latest Niagara N4 generation. This work was carried out for our
customer, Allianz Suisse Immobilien AG,
without disrupting the normal operations
within the building.
The main challenge was to replace the
cooling units which are primarily required
to ensure the operations of the integrated
data centre. Redundant systems are in
use in this data centre which need to continue functioning throughout.
In addition to the building automation, we
were also to deliver switchgear assemblies and perform the necessary electrical
installations.

Extension of the glass canteen building :
basic construction, planning and implementation of the two-storey canteen annex of the Schaffhausen cantonal school.

Principal :
McFIT Global Group, D-Schlüsselfeld
Implementation period :
October 2018 to May 2019
Volume :
CHF 0.47 million

Principal :
Allianz Suisse
Implementation period :
Mid-2018 to mid-2019
Volume :
CHF 0.86 million

Principal :
Canton of Schaffhausen, Building
Department
Implementation period :
2018/2019
Volume :
CHF 0.12 million
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Haus am Teich new construction
Nursing home for people suffering from
dementia.
Implementation of UKV, BMA, RWA,
ZUKO, lighting, patient call, distributions,
KNX, HVACS, emergency lighting and
LWL.
Principal :
Lindenfeld municipal association, Suhr
Implementation period :
November 2017 to April 2019
Volume :
CHF 0.51 million

VINCI Activity Report 2019

Zurich university hospital
SUED2 modular construction
With the SUED2 modular construction,
an independent building was constructed containing all the necessary hospital
equipment such as operating theatres,
intensive care units, burn victim units and
patient wards. The SUED2 modular construction houses entire wards from the
existing 'old' hospital complexes while
these are being refurbished. One particularity of the project was the handling of
large workloads in a short construction
period.
Principal :
Canton of Zurich Building Department
Implementation period :
Start July 2017 to end April 2019
Volume :
CHF 8.5 million

GMZ Tanzwerk
High- and low-voltage installations, audio
installations and HVACS installations.
Principal :
Genossenschaft Migros Zürich
Implementation period :
June 2019 to December 2019
Volume :
CHF 0.16 million

Projects ETAVIS

Fürstenlandstrasse 122, St. Gallen

Coop City, Volketswil

Scenic lighting, Theater Basel

Relocation Ostschweizer Fernsehen TVO
and FM1 radio station to Fürstenlandstrasse in St. Gallen. ETAVIS Grossenbacher was commissioned to handle the
entire electrical planning and the highand low-voltage installations.

High- and low-voltage installations.

Renovation of the scenic facilities with
the renewal of the relevant switch cabinets in the stage tower, which were
no longer functional and had reached
their limits with regard to expansion,
capacity and servicing.

Principal :
TVO/FM1
Implementation period :
2019
Volume :
CHF 0.4 million

Principal :
Coop, Total Store Trading
Implementation period :
May 2019 to December 2019
Volume :
CHF 0.39 million

Principal :
Basel-City Building and Transport
Department, Urban Development and
Architecture
Implementation period :
June to October 2019
Volume :
CHF 1.4 million
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Total renovation and development of the
electrical distribution boxes and all output
cabling for light and socket installation.
All high- and low-voltage installations
were replaced. Development of the switchgear assembly ; lighting, sockets, network,
blinds, multimedia, lift and security systems, evacuation and emergency lighting,
EMA, BMA, ZUKO, RWA, lightning protection, etc. were completely renovated
at the WIR Bank located at Auberg 3 and
Rümelinbachweg 6 by ETAVIS Kriegel + Co.
AG. To meet the customer requirements
and the growing need for space, the WIR
Bank in Basel was extended and stateof-the-art office workstations and meeting rooms were created.
Principal :
WIR Bank, Auberg 1, Basel
Implementation period :
January 2018 to June 2019
Volume :
CHF 2.4 million

Engerfeld school complex, Rheinfelden

Baselworld, Messe Basel

All high- and low-voltage installations
were replaced: switchgear assembly ;
lighting, sockets, network, blinds, multimedia, lift systems, security systems,
evacuation and emergency lighting, RWA,
lightning protection, etc. New construction of extension buildings, renovation of
existing school buildings, renovation of
existing sports hall by ETAVIS Kriegel + Co.
AG. The funding of approximately CHF
30 million from the town of Rheinfelden
has provided the 700 pupils with a
future-oriented school environment in
about 40 classrooms. The construction
phases partially overlapping with the
ongoing operation of the school placed
high demands on the company, which
nevertheless completed the project in
good time for the opening.
		
Principal :
Town of Rheinfelden
Implementation period :
2018 to 2019
Volume :
CHF 1.5 million

Due to the new organisation of the hall,
the restaurant and new press centre were
established in Hall 1.0. We implemented
all the high- and low-voltage installations
on behalf of the dany waldner ag planning
and architectural office, together with the
multimedia, UKV and ICT systems.
Principal :
Baselworld, MCH Messe Switzerland
( Basel ) AG
Implementation period :
February 2019 to March 2019
Volume :
CHF 0.1 million

Architect: dany waldner ag & Courtesy Baselworld
Photographer: Alexandre Kapellos

WIR Bank, Auberg 3 and
Rümelinbachweg 6, Basel
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Projects ETAVIS

New construction of office building
for Florin AG

Implementation of high- and low-voltage
installations.
Development, switchgear assembly,
lighting, sockets, network, blinds, multimedia, lift systems, security systems,
evacuation and emergency lighting, BMA,
ZUKO, RWA, lightning protection etc.
were implemented by ETAVIS Kriegel+Co.
AG. A long-established company, Florin
is adjusting to the growing and dynamic
market with new office workstations
and state-of-the-art building services in
a new office building.
Principal :
Florin AG, Hofackerstrasse 54, Muttenz
Implementation period :
June 2018 to May 2019
Volume :
CHF 0.47 million

Emmental Regional Hospital, Burgdorf
All high- and low-voltage installations for
the ventilation systems and the operating
theatres. KNX integration.
Principal :
Emmental Regional Hospital, Burgdorf
Implementation period :
January 2017 to summer 2019
Volume :
CHF 5.5 million

Wyss Private Clinic, Birken Haus,
Münchenbuchsee
Reconstruction of the patient building
with intensive care rooms, electrical and
network installations.
Principal :
Wyss Private Clinic, Münchenbuchsee
Implementation period :
September 2018 to July 2019
Volume :
CHF 0.55 million
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Schlössli Biel-Bienne

Emmi Schweiz AG, Kirchberg

SBB SA, Biel

Reconstruction and new construction
of the retirement and care home: the
'Schlössli' was extended in two phases. In
the first phase, a new four-storey edifice
was built next to the old building, which
is protected as an example of cultural
heritage. In the second phase, the old
19th-century annex had to be dismantled
in order to erect a building in the same
way as in the first phase. Parts of the
former basement housing the main electrical distribution box and the telephone
and server room among other things were
maintained. During this project, this
was the biggest challenge we faced. In
some cases, entire cable routes had to be
moved, together with the cables installed
in them which were still in use. From
the ground floor to the second floor, we
installed an industrial canteen kitchen, a
cafeteria and a multipurpose room in addition to almost 100 residents’ rooms and
nursing rooms. All high- and low-voltage
installations were implemented by
ETAVIS JAG JAKOB AG.

Replacement of the cooling system,
HVACS and MSRL wiring and the implementation of all high- and low-voltage
installations.

Extension of the service facilities to repair
the new 200-metre IC trains. Modernisation of facilities as a whole.

Principal :
Schlössli Biel-Bienne Association
Implementation period :
2017 to June 2019
Volume :
CHF 2 million

Principal :
Emmi Schweiz AG, Ostermundigen
Implementation period :
2019 to 2020
Volume :
CHF 0.9 million

Principal :
SBB
Implementation period :
2017 to 2019
Volume :
CHF 4.1 million

Projects ETAVIS

International Olympic Committee
( IOC ), Lausanne
Completion of the work and inauguration
of the new headquarters on 23 June 2019.
High- and low-voltage installation works.
Principal :
International Olympic Committee
( IOC ), Lausanne
Implementation period :
February 2016 to June 2019
Volume :
CHF 7.1 million

Debio GenePOC, Martigny

Geneva Airport

Inauguration in September 2019.
Electrical installation works.

Luggage logistics centre : high- and
low-voltage installations : as a contractor for VCS ( VINCI Construction ), ETAVIS
TSA was commissioned to implement all
electrical installations in the new building
including the electricity, lighting and
emergency power installations, the IT,
fibre-optics and Wi-Fi installations, wireless communication and access control
systems, surveillance cameras and the
fire alarms.

Principal :
Debio GenePOC, Martigny
Implementation period :
January 2018 to September 2019
Volume :
CHF 1.2 million

Principal :
Geneva Airport
Implementation period :
July 2019 to March 2022
Volume :
CHF 9.7 million
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Société Nautique de Genève (SNG)
Access control and video surveillance.
Principal:
Société Nautique de Genève (SNG)
Implementation period:
May to June 2019
Volume:
CHF 0.15 million
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International Committee of the
Red Cross, ICRC, Geneva
Office equipment, control and video surveillance.
Principal:
International Committee of the Red
Cross, ICRC, Geneva
Implementation period:
July to September 2019
Volume:
CHF 1 million

Projects
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Ammann + Schmid –
smart heating
The company founded in 1960 provides all services
related to supplying properties with heating from
a single source – always by taking a holistic approach
and acting in a well thought-out manner – ranging
from providing advice on energy and emissions
to installing new and replacement heating systems.
It also offers maintenance and repair services. Ammann +
Schmid is a Swiss SME with an eye on the future
and therefore also focuses on finding a sustainable
approach to the use of natural resources as well
as the optimal balance of environmental impact, costefficiency and innovation. In a market undergoing
major change in terms of energy policy, the company
is focusing on the internal transfer of knowledge,
e.g. by providing junior staff with training from
senior experts or by actively promoting talented
employees.

Projects Ammann + Schmid

Restaurant Rössli, Illnau
The old oil-fired heating was outdated
and was optimised by means of a geothermal probe and heat pump solution.
Furthermore, the waste heat generated
internally (ventilation system) is removed
via the geothermal probe by means of
a purely free-cooling operation. This
ensures genuine cooling in summer and
pleasant warmth in winter.
Principal :
Town of Illnau-Effretikon
Implementation period :
August 2018 to February 2019
Volume :
CHF 0.32 million

Projects
VINCI Energies Italy –
Actemium, Axians, Elphi VM
and VINCI Facilities
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Projects Italy

Electrical lighting and power systems in
a precision-engineering factory building

NOC/SOC services for La Sportiva,
Trento ( Italy )

Electrical medium- and low-voltage installation for a new factory building with
machines used for the precision processing of large metal parts in a controlled
atmosphere. The work carried out by
Actemium Milano Impianti Elettrici included the installation of a specific substation, a distribution system for drive
voltage, a regular lighting system and an
emergency lighting system and the airconditioning system for the entire hall.

La Sportiva SpA is a world leader in the
production of climbing and hiking boots
designed for the high mountains. Cooperation between La Sportiva SpA and Axians
began a few months ago with the company’s request for basic NOC/SOC services
which were to be integrated into the
surveillance system in order to provide
error messages or alarms ( ME OpManager 12 ) and a system support service.
The services included in the monitoring
outsourcing contract were provided for
the following infrastructure :
• three data centres in separate
buildings
• systems with virtual servers
( VMware cluster )
• DR in the third data centre
• Wi-Fi and LAN networks with
Cisco technology and ISE solution
for network access

Principal :
Immobiliare SAR, Gornate Olona ( VA )
Implementation period :
Spring-autumn 2019
Volume :
EUR 0.22 million

Principal :
La Sportiva
Implementation period :
Since June 2019
Volume :
EUR 0.34 million
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Replacement of the lighting in a
textile-processing industrial company
with an LED version
Actemium Milano Impianti Elettrici
increased energy efficiency by replacing
the entire lighting system, which used
glow-discharge lamps (fluorescent and
iodide lamps), by new LED lamps, achieving an energy saving of more than 60%.
Principal :
Stamperia Valeri SpA, Olgiate Olona ( VA )
Implementation period :
Summer 2019
Volume :
EUR 0.12 million
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Central emergency services, 118,
Bologna
In 2019, Axians was awarded the contract to manage the IT infrastructure of
the central emergency services, 118, in
the Region of Emilia Romagna. The initial
order included a contract totalling EUR
two million to provide IT security products
and services. While this contract was
being executed, other opportunities for
cooperation arose both with the customer
directly and in cooperation with other
public authorities and private customers.
Through these additional services, further
earnings of about EUR one million were
generated in relation to the project along
with EUR 500,000 with other authorities
and private customers.
Principal :
TIM
Implementation period :
Spring-autumn 2019
Volume :
EUR 0.6 million

Projects Italy

Optimisation of the ICT infrastructure
in one of the oldest universities in the
world – Venice ( Italy )
The cooperation with the University Ca’
Foscari began with the university's need
to optimise the management of the ICT
infrastructure at the 30 different sites
spread around Venice and Mestre, home
to more than 1,200 teaching and research
staff and over 20,000 students.
Axians contributed to the development of
a standardised solution which simplified
both the data centre infrastructure and
the workstation management.
During the initial implementation, 300
virtual workstations were set up for the
customer, managed via a single management portal.
The cooperation continues, to the full
satisfaction of the university. In the future,
the project is scheduled to be expanded
to ensure the complete virtualisation of
all workstations.
Principal :
Ca’ Foscari University
Implementation period :
Since January 2019 to the present day
Volume :
EUR 0.9 million

Milan
Via Guglielmo Silva 34, Via Montebianco
Fiditalia is one of the leading banking
groups in France and has been active for
over 35 years, primarily in the field of consumer credits. The company is one of the
leading providers in Italy within its sector,
boasting a dense nationwide network
divided into 11 sales areas with a total of
more than 130 branches.
VINCI Facilities Italia is responsible for
the management and maintenance of all
buildings and optimises their use through
building management, facility maintenance, cleaning services, maintenance
of green spaces, security and reception
services.
Principal :
Fiditalia SpA
Implementation period :
2018 to 2021
Volume :
EUR 0.12 million
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Smart city solution for the city of Venice
The company Venis SpA was tasked
by the Venice city administration with
developing, implementing and ensuring
the technical operation of its information
systems and telecommunications network. In February 2019, Venis issued a call
for tenders in order to identify a solution
provider for the smart management of
visitor flows in Venice.
Axians was awarded the contract for the
delivery, installation and maintenance
of a smart sensor network designed to
monitor pedestrian flows.
In accordance with the plan, 35 passageways were to be identified at strategic
points between Piazzale Roma and the
Santa Lucia railway station and St Mark’s
square for the installation of sensors in
order to obtain a permanent and precise
measurement of pedestrian traffic along
the main, most famous tourist routes.
Principal :
Venis SpA
Implementation period :
February 2019 to September 2020
Volume :
EUR 0.25 million
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New substation for the air conditioning
in the food processing industry
Actemium Milano Impianti Elettrici is
installing a new substation to supply
power to the cooling and air-conditioning
systems in the food processing industry.
This comprises medium-voltage switch
cabinets, redundant transformers and a
power centre switch cabinet to supply the
heating, ventilation and air-conditioning
system.
Principal :
PAI Industriale, Novara ( NO )
Implementation period :
Summer 2019
Volume :
EUR 0.15 million

Projects
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VINCI Facilities – your partner for
technical building management
The VINCI Facilities service portfolio includes technical
building management in the service sector, industrial
maintenance and the energy optimisation of technical
equipment. The optimal use of technology, flexible
partnership models tailored to customer needs, and
functional reliability ensure the long-term and sustainable maintenance of value.
The mobile service teams and experts in the fields
of heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, sanitation, and
electrical and automation systems ensure that your
systems function reliably at all times. Customer satisfaction is as important to us here as the optimisation
of operating and energy costs. We work together
with our customers to design the ideal service models,
tailored exactly to their needs. VINCI Facilities offers
both individual services with a guarantee that
customers will save on costs as well as integrated
facility management solutions from a single source.

Projects VINCI Facilities

Procter & Gamble Switzerland SARL,
Schlieren
Under the construction management
of VINCI Facilities, Ammann + Schmid
worked with ETAVIS to install a new
cooling unit. The following services
were implemented by three VINCI Energies Switzerland business units :
Responsibility of VINCI Facilities
• Construction management: organisation and coordination of the project
as a whole as well as providing 		
technical support and cost control
• Adaptations to the building management system
Responsibility of Ammann + Schmid
• Dismantling and disassembly of the
existing cooling unit
• Delivery and assembly of the new
air-cooled cooling unit for
external installation, coolant R-410A,
Manufacturer : Carrier
• Commissioning of the new cooling
unit
Responsibility of ETAVIS
• All electrical installations
relating to the replacement of the 		
cooling unit
• Earthing of the cooling unit
• Preparation of the safety certificate
( SINA )
Principal :
Jones Lang LaSalle Services Sàrl
Implementation period :
May 2019
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Apprentices

VINCI in school :
we help more apprentices to
qualify
or more correctly: 'We help more and more apprentices to qualify !'
In 2019, no fewer than 121 apprentices successfully completed
their training and just as many started an apprenticeship in one
of our eight businesses. As a result, VINCI Energies Switzerland
( VES ) is one of the largest and most successful training companies in Switzerland.
Young talent is identified before an apprenticeship
The fact that the companies of VINCI Energies Switzerland successfully recruit apprentices can be traced back to a number of
activities. In addition to job fairs, tunBasel, the half-day try-outs
and Future Day, social media are also playing an increasingly
important role. That’s why this year, our in-house influencer
apprentices regularly post articles on Facebook, Instagram and
Snapchat ( picture 1 ).
At tunBasel, in February 2019, held as part of the very last Muba,
we produced a record number of illuminated push-button
switches. A further 1,200 switches were built. More than 4,000
of these switches are now used in children’s rooms throughout
Switzerland ( pictures 2 and 3 ).
With a record number of participants, Future Day was also something of a surprise: thanks to the special 'Girls-Technology-Go'
project, even more girls gained an insight into the world of electrical engineering.
Under the motto 'Fascination with technology', the robot also
took its turn promoting technical professions in 2019 at the Actemium job fair. It was so successful that the short video shared
via LinkedIn was watched almost 12,000 times ( picture 4 ).
Naturally we are also represented at almost every Swiss job fair –
through associations and as ETAVIS.

An apprenticeship is the start of professional life
And we have another record to announce : 120 new apprentices
met in Lenk i.S. to participate in the initial seminar. For the second
time, the introductory week was attended by the participants
from French-speaking Switzerland. It was a hugely successful
event which addressed a number of key topics. In addition to
appearance, occupational safety and health protection, the participants were also given a hands-on introduction to methods and
social skills as well as initial customer contact ( picture 5 ).
We would like to offer our warmest thanks to all the activity
leaders and supervisors. Without their outstanding commitment,
it would be impossible to organise such a successful week.
The apprenticeship certificate, the first rung on the
career ladder
Even before the final apprenticeship examinations, a number of
different vocational championships had been announced. For a
number of years, ETAVIS Kriegel + Schaffner AG have entered
candidates for the Basler Elektromeisterschaft (electricians'
championship), winning it on a regular basis. This was once again
the case in March 2019 : at the ceremonial ranking announcement, Jona Stebler emerged victorious while Mirjam Vukadinovic
came fourth ( picture 6 ).
The graduate apprentices from VINCI Energies Switzerland also
created another record: in 2019, a total of 140 apprentices
completed the qualification procedure, 121 of whom passed their
apprenticeship. As a result, the 86% success rate was as high
as in 2018 ( picture 7 ).
Furthermore, three apprentices scored a mark of ≥ 5.3, while
two were named best in their profession at cantonal level. In total,
17 young professional obtained a mark of 5.0 and over.
Congratulations !
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Occupational safety

Occupational safety 2019
A manager in one of our business units had an innovative idea.
To avoid electric shocks caused by accidental contact with uninsulated, hanging live cables, he had grommets made which are
placed on the ends of the cables ( see Fig. 1: cable grommets ).
This anticipatory and highly-proactive behaviour should be placed
at the very top of our Safety Excellence safety culture ladder. The
measure was introduced throughout the entire company.
Another proactive measure was taken by our senior management
team. In light of our legal obligation to provide our employees
with effective protection, the management team decided to make
it compulsory to wear protective goggles and protective gloves
and to introduce a directive to that effect. This measure was taken
due to the fact that 40 % of our accidents are caused by eye injuries and cuts. The selected protective goggles supplier carries
out the necessary training courses before allowing the employees
to choose the most suitable goggles on site. On the one hand,
this fosters acceptance and, with the additional provision of protective sun goggles, also offers protection against UV rays.
The tried-and-tested actions relating to occupational safety
were once again organised in 2019
In addition to the toolbox meetings, in which training sessions on
a specific occupational safety topic are organised in every business unit at regular intervals throughout the year, VINCI Safety
Week was once again held around the world in May. For one
whole week, accident prevention ruled our daily routine. Seven
role plays addressing different everyday situations were made
available, with small groups of four to five employees addressing
a specific situation and discussing it in a lively debate. The final
discussion fostered enhanced perception of risk among all
those involved.
Every year, our apprentices begin their first year with an initial
camp in Lenk. Among the many basic elements examined
is the topic of occupational safety. The young employees learn to
prepare themselves specifically for the work they will be assigned
in order to tackle their tasks safely and in full knowledge of the
risks they may face.

During the spring, we underwent a recertification of our standards, taking the opportunity to switch from the OHSAS 18 001
standard to the new ISO 45 001 standard, which covers the fields
of occupational safety and health protection.
The statistic opposite shows that we once again improved our
performance compared to the previous year ( see Fig. 2 : Total
number of accidents compared to the previous year, and Fig. 3 :
Days lost compared to the previous year ). By implementing and
complying with the aforementioned directive and thanks to
our acquired ability to consciously perceive the risks around us
and to minimise them before beginning work, we will once again
be able to achieve a further reduction in accident figures in the
coming year.
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Cable grommets
Fig. 1

Total number of accidents
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Content marketing :
making purposeful use of content
ETAVIS banks on content marketing – and has done since
August 2017. But what exactly is content marketing ( CM ) and
what do we hope to achieve with it ?
As a marketing instrument, CM uses content which offers
information, advice and entertainment. It is not used merely to
address our own employees on digital platforms, but to share
interesting facts about the company and job vacancies. By posting this content online, we increase awareness of our brand
and breathe new life into it, with the result that we receive more
job applications.
From a strategic point of view, CM informs potential employees
about a company and its products. While ETAVIS makes itself
known in the digital world, we achieve much more than mere
economic goals. Among other things, we want to make more
young people interested in technical and manual professions.
They should know what our company stands for, what our target
groups’ needs are and how we at ETAVIS meet these needs.
This enables us to keep sight of both our brand and potential
job candidates.
The biggest challenge for a company is to stand out from the
competition and to provide the target group with relevant content
by adopting the right marketing strategy. Accordingly, a company’s services and brand image can be envisaged in a brand new
context – for example using seasonal advertising, up-to-date
blogs or posts on social networks relating to apprenticeships
and job profiles.
Well-prepared content is the key
It begins with the search for suitable keywords. This identifies
which topics are relevant in light of online search trends, optimises existing content and arouses the user’s curiosity. It is essential
to remember that online consumers only remain attentive for a
short time frame, so their attention really has to be grabbed.
In this process, potential customers, or in our case potential employees, experience several phases. The following example clearly
illustrates this: people interested in an apprenticeship are in the
awareness phase as soon as they realise that their time at school
is almost over but that they still do not know which apprenticeship would suit them. So they read up about different professions
online and decide which ones are worth considering. To make a
decision, they weigh up the pros and cons of different appren-

ticeships in the decision-making phase. Other professional offers,
communities and friends probably help them to make a decision.
Once they have made their decision, they apply for the desired
training.
Depending on the search entry, Google and search engine networks point to job advertisements of a company that speak to the
person in question – for example ETAVIS job profiles. If a person
clicks on these advertisements, he/she is directed to a newsletter
subscription, among other things. In this way, an anonymous person conducting a search becomes a lead – or a potential ETAVIS
employee.
In addition to Google, profiles on business networks such as
LinkedIn or Xing also play a key role for tradespeople. They have
become a must-have and a key information platform rolled
into one.
Content marketing therefore covers extensive, multifaceted areas
of responsibility that are constantly optimised and should go
hand in hand with the growing digital sector.

Organisation

Building Solutions Switzerland
corporate division
From 1 January 2020
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Customer

ETAVIS TSA SA

ETAVIS AG

ETAVIS Grossenbacher AG

ETAVIS JAG JAKOB AG

ETAVIS ELSA SA

VINCI Facilities Schweiz AG

ETAVIS Elettro-Impianti SA

ETAVIS Arnold AG

ETAVIS EGLIN SA

Ammann + Schmid AG

ETAVIS ELCOM AG

Centre
Lars Losinger

East/Ticino
Dieter Schwizer

ETAVIS Kriegel + Schaffner AG

ETAVIS Beutler AG

ETAVIS Kriegel + Co. AG
ETAVIS Services AG

ETAVIS Barboni + Collaud SA
North
Andreas Fiechter

West
Urs Beutler

Romandy
Laurence Guillod
Management Team
CEO
Remy Wittwer

CFO
Jean-Pierre Muff

Supporting processes
QHSE
Sven Zbinden

Finance/
Controlling
Jean-Pierre Muff

Human Resources
Roland Joss

Legal/Insurance
Serge Pittet

Marketing/
Communication
Thomas Bohnen

Key Account
Management
Oliver Bearth

IT
Joachim Huber

Supply/
Fleet Management
Beat Bruggmann

Management Team

Remy Wittwer
CEO

Andreas Fiechter
Head North

Urs Beutler
Head West

Jean-Pierre Muff
CFO

Laurence Guillod
Head Romandy

Lars Losinger
Head Centre

Dieter Schwizer
Head East/Ticino

Organisation

ICT & Automation Switzerland
corporate division
From 1 January 2020
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Customer

Axians redtoo AG

Axians Schweiz AG

Actemium Schweiz AG

Telecom Infrastructure
Peter Alder

Automation
Patrick Vergult

Axians redtoo s.r.o.
Axians redtoo Inc.
Axians GNS AG
IT Infrastructure
Christian Karstedt

Management Team
CEO
Stefano Camuso

CFO
Yves-Roland Holzer

Supporting processes
QHSE
Stefan Weber

Finance/
Controlling
Yves-Roland Holzer

Human Resources
Daniel Spielmann

Legal/Insurance
Serge Pittet

Marketing/
Communication
Beat Thoma

IT
Joachim Huber

Management Team

Stefano Camuso
CEO

Christian Karstedt
Head Business Area
IT Infrastructure Axians

Yves-Roland Holzer
CFO

Peter Alder
Head Business Area
Telecom Infrastructure Axians

Patrick Vergult
Head Business Area
Automation Actemium

Supply/
Fleet Management
Beat Bruggmann
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Group – key figures
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VINCI Energies Switzerland
Group – participating interests
From 1 January 2020
Company

Shareholders

Holding
VINCI Energies Schweiz Ltd, Zurich
100%
VINCI Energies, F-Montesson		
							
Axians
Axians Schweiz AG, Ittigen
100%
ETAVIS AG, Zurich			
Axians GNS AG, Winterthur
100%
ETAVIS AG, Zurich		
Axians redtoo AG, Reinach
100%
Axians Schweiz AG, Ittigen		
Axians redtoo s.r.o., CZ-Prague
100%
Axians redtoo AG, Reinach		
Axians redtoo Inc., US-New Jersey
100%
Axians redtoo AG, Reinach		
							
Actemium
Actemium Schweiz AG, Basel
100%
VINCI Energies Schweiz AG, Zurich
East region

ETAVIS AG, Zurich
100%
VINCI Energies Schweiz AG, Zurich
ETAVIS ELCOM AG, FL-Balzers
100%
ETAVIS AG, Zurich
ETAVIS Elettro-Impianti SA, Pregassona
100%
ETAVIS AG, Zurich		
ETAVIS Grossenbacher AG, St. Gallen
100%
ETAVIS AG, Zurich		
VINCI Facilities Schweiz AG, Zurich
100%
ETAVIS AG, Zurich		
Ammann + Schmid AG, Uster
100%
ETAVIS AG, Zurich		
							
North region
ETAVIS Kriegel + Schaffner AG, Basel
100%
ETAVIS AG, Zurich		
ETAVIS Kriegel + Co. AG, Muttenz
100%
ETAVIS Kriegel + Schaffner AG, Basel
ETAVIS Services AG, Münchenstein
100%
VINCI Energies Schweiz AG, Zurich
West region

ETAVIS Beutler AG, Burgdorf
100%
ETAVIS Kriegel + Schaffner AG, Basel
ETAVIS JAG JAKOB AG, Biel
100%
ETAVIS Kriegel + Schaffner AG, Basel
ETAVIS Arnold AG, Liebefeld
100%
ETAVIS Kriegel + Schaffner AG, Basel
							
Romandy region
ETAVIS TSA SA, Lausanne
100%
VINCI Energies Schweiz AG, Zurich
ETAVIS ELSA SA, Sion
100%
VINCI Energies Schweiz AG, Zurich
ETAVIS Barboni + Collaud SA, Fribourg
100%
VINCI Energies Schweiz AG, Zurich
ETAVIS EGLIN SA, Martigny
100%
VINCI Energies Schweiz AG, Zurich
Italy region

VINCI Energies Italia S.r.l., I-Milan
Axians SAIV S.p.A., I-Vicenza
Elphi VM S.r.l., I-Milan
VINCI Facilities Italia S.r.l., I-Milan
Axians Sirecom S.r.l., I-Turin
Axians Sirecom Inc., US-New Jersey

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

VINCI Energies, F-Montesson		
VINCI Energies Italia S.r.l., I-Milan
VINCI Energies Italia S.r.l., I-Milan
VINCI Energies Italia S.r.l., I-Milan
VINCI Energies Italia S.r.l., I-Milan
Axians Sirecom S.r.l., I-Torino

Addresses

Headquarters :
VINCI Energies Switzerland Ltd
Pfingstweidstrasse 106
P.O. Box
CH-8021 Zürich
Phone +41 44 947 77 00
www.vinci-energies.ch

Further information :
Thomas Bohnen
Head of Marketing & Sales
holding.ch@vinci-energies.com
© 2020 VINCI, April 2020

Companies :
ACTEMIUM
Actemium Schweiz AG
Wien-Strasse 2
CH-4002 Basel
Phone +41 61 316 67 00
www.actemium.ch
AMMANN + SCHMID
Ammann + Schmid AG
Freiestrasse 39
CH-8610 Uster
Phone +41 43 399 25 99
www.ammann-schmid.ch
AXIANS
Axians Cruise Teletronica
Strada dell’Artigiano, 19
I-33030 Campoformido ( UD )
Phone +39 0432 567100
Axians Cybersecurity
Via Cormons, 18
I-20151 Milano ( MI )
Phone +39 02 92148382
Axians GNS AG
Franz-Burckhardt-Strasse 11
CH-8408 Winterthur
Phone +41 52 368 79 79
www.axians.ch
Axians Schweiz AG
Pulverstrasse 8
Stufenbau
CH-3063 Ittigen
Phone +41 31 925 91 11
www.axians.ch
Axians redtoo AG
Nenzlingerweg 2
P.O. Box
CH-4153 Reinach
Phone +41 61 716 70 70
www.axians.ch
Axians redtoo s.r.o.
Na Strži 2097/63
CZ-14000 Praha 4
Phone +420 226 231 000
www.axians.cz

Axians redtoo Inc.
26 Columbia Turnpike
Suite 102
US-Florham Park, NJ 07932
Phone +1 973 531 2900
www.axiansredtoo.us
Axians SAIV S.p.A.
Via Zamenhof, 843
I-36100 Vicenza
Phone +39 0444 58 75 00
www.axians.it
Axians Sirecom S.r.l.
Corso Peschiera 203
I-10141 Torino
Phone +39 011 3828938
www.axians.it
Axians Sirecom Inc.
26 Columbia Turnpike
Suite 102
US-Florham Park, NJ 07932
www.axians.it
ETAVIS
ETAVIS AG
Pfingstweidstrasse 106
P.O. Box
CH-8021 Zürich
Phone +41 44 947 77 00
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS Arnold AG
Waldeggstrasse 47
CH-3097 Liebefeld
Phone +41 31 309 66 66
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS Barboni + Collaud SA
Karrweg 4
CH-1700 Fribourg
Phone +41 26 347 13 00
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS Beutler AG
Buchmattstrasse 5
CH-3400 Burgdorf
Phone +41 34 421 44 44
www.etavis.ch

ETAVIS EGLIN SA
Ancienne Pointe 24
CH-1920 Martigny
Phone +41 27 721 74 75
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS ELCOM AG
Kanalstrasse 3
FL-9496 Balzers
Phone +423 380 01 01
www.etavis.li
ETAVIS Elettro-Impianti SA
Via Boschina 5
CH-6963 Pregassona-Lugano
Phone +41 91 973 31 11
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS ELSA SA
Chemin St-Hubert 18
CH-1950 Sion
Phone +41 27 327 62 10
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS Grossenbacher AG
Oststrasse 25
P.O. Box
CH-9006 St. Gallen
Phone +41 71 243 66 44
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS JAG JAKOB AG
Maurerweg 12
CH-2503 Biel
Phone +41 32 366 22 11
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS Kriegel + Co. AG
St. Jakobs-Strasse 40
CH-4132 Muttenz
Phone +41 61 465 65 65
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS Kriegel + Schaffner AG
Wien-Strasse 2
P.O. Box
CH-4002 Basel
Phone +41 61 316 60 60
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS Services AG
Wien-Strasse 1
CH-4142 Münchenstein
Phone +41 61 316 64 84
www.etavis.ch

ETAVIS TSA SA
Avenue de Sévelin 46
CH-1004 Lausanne
Phone +41 21 614 44 44
www.etavis.ch
VINCI Energies Italy
Elphi VM S.r.l.
Via Gallarate 205
I-20151 Milano
Phone +39 0235 949 851
www.elphivm.it
www.vinci-energies.it
VINCI Energies Italia S.r.l.
Via Gallarate 205
I-20151 Milano
Phone +39 0235 949 851
www.vinci-energies.it
VINCI Facilities
VINCI Facilities Schweiz AG
Schaffhauserstrasse 611
P.O. Box
CH-8052 Zürich
Phone +41 44 306 80 60
www.etavis.ch/vinci-facilities
VINCI Facilities Italia S.r.l.
Via Gallarate 205
I-20151 Milano
Phone +39 0292 148 382
www.vinci-facilities.com
www.vinci-energies.it
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VINCI Energies Switzerland Ltd
Pfingstweidstrasse 106
CH-8021 Zurich
www.vinci-energies.ch

